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Foreword

ICOM MPR supports her members and the participants of our events (and social 
media) with knowledge and network. 

This publication of the Conference Marketing & Beyond in Amsterdam has no inten-
tion of being comprehensive or complete. It wants to carefully touch the relevant 
points and subjects concerning the theme of a few intensive days. 

Speakers, stakeholders, and participants have all contributed valuable content to the 
conference. For which we are most thankful. The aim of the event was to help under-
stand the new developments in the sector a little better and to support their success-
ful application in your own countries and institutes. 

Feedback teaches us that further research always continues back at home together 
with colleagues. We also encourage you to be or get in contact with your fellow MPR 
members. Solving a case together most of the time goes quicker and gives higher 
quality results.

Your first network, ICOM MPR, provides you with a window into other cultures, ways 
of working and dealing with matters. It also gives you a look into your own ICOM   
future - a future of contributing to the international museum community because you 
feel you have an added value.

With best wishes,
Bjorn Stenvers and Jas Sas (ICOM MPR Amsterdam Committee 2017) and 
Lucie Snoeker (reporter and editor). 
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Museums and the city: Marketing and Beyond

The ICOM Committee for Marketing and Public Relations (ICOM MPR) has held its 
annual conference from 1-5 October 2017 in Amsterdam. The theme of conference 
2017 was ‘Museums and the city: Marketing and Beyond’. Almost 100 people from 
29 countries gathered to learn and talk about museums and their evolving relation-
ships with the communities, the media and the digital world, while investigating the 
role of museums in social causes. The four themes were introduced by a keynote 
speaker, several museum colleagues gave interesting and educational lectures about 
their experiences on the four topics or presented their ideas. 

Photos are courtesy of Amsterdam Marketing
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Welcome to the Netherlands 

People who travelled to Amsterdam by plane and arrived at Schiphol Airport may 
have picked up their luggage at the first baggage carousel art exhibition ever. All 73 
meters of the carousel have been adorned with images of 45 paintings, from the mid-
dle ages to modern times, all from the Rijksmuseum collection. Newly opened last 
September. Enjoy a short tour by curator Femke. 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=FeWCbzdKDXk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FeWCbzdKDXk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FeWCbzdKDXk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FeWCbzdKDXk
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Day 1 - Opening Party at the Amsterdam Museum
Registration, Museum visit and welcome drinks in the Amsterdam Museum
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Day 2 - Participants of the conference

The first day of the official conference program took place in the Rijksmuseum. 

Photo of participants to the conference in front of the Night watch of Rembrandt.

Photos of participants walking through the Rijksmuseum after closing hours.
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Museums and the media 

Museums as newsrooms, museums as messenger, latest best practices in PR 
This subtheme will explore innovative ways museums have worked with the media 
from a public relations perspective. From leveraging influencers to expanding PR 
reach online to deep partnerships with local media, we explore the changing role of 
museums with the media1. 

Keynote Speaker Sonya Gavankar
Multi-media content creator

 Newseum, Washington D.C., USA

Have your story being told (by you and others)
Sonya can’t be in Amsterdam, but is glad that she can use technology to share some 
best practices  of a major museum in a major city. Sonya works with the Newseum, 
which is headquartered in Washington D.C. The Newseum opened in 2008 and is 
dedicated to free expression and the five freedoms of the First Amendment: religion, 
speech, press, assembly and petition. 
She talked (in her video) about ‘what is news’, what are journalists looking for, know 
your story and know where and when to drop it, curators as thought leaders, how to 
use the different social media.  

Sonya started her career as a journalist and a producer. She started in the Newseum 
as a filmmaker and a producer and entered the PR-world two years ago. She came 
to realize that journalism and PR are actually twins. Both journalists and people in 
the PR-industry are essentially all storytellers. 

What is news?
Everything in a museum has a story and we need our stories being told. How to get 
the world interested? Every story idea needs to have a hook, an angle that would 
be considered by most to be newsworthy. What are journalists looking for in every 
story? They search after the six characteristics that makes something news: 

1 The conference program has been compiled by Meghan Curran, Chair of ICOM MPR. This paragraph is written 
by Meghan Curran.
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1. Timeless: Is it happening today? Tomorrow? Is it connected to a story that peo-
ple are currently following?
2. Impact: How is it affecting my community? How many people will it affect?
3. Prominence: Is anyone involved famous or recognizable?
4. Proximity: Is it happening where the audience lives nearby?
5. Novelty: Is it new? Is it unusual?
6. Conflict/Controversy: Is there tension? Are there two side to the story?

Newsjacking
Know your story and know when and where to drop it. Look for those moments that 
you can insert your story in a broader story in order to reach a wider audience and 
have a greater impact. Breaking news is happening and hijack it for your own use!

Curators can be thought leaders
Curators think of themselves as museum employees and do not tend to see them-
selves as experts in their field. The Newseum sees them as thought leaders, who 
bring their expertise and the museum message into the conversation, for instance in 
news programs on TV. They show leadership on their topic, which means that news 
programs call the museum first if they want to know more about the item in question. 
Give the professionals a media training, make sure that they know to use the right 
tone of voice and talking points, tuned to the audience they address. Trust your 
voice, know your audience and be authentic!

Social media
How to use social media to get your own voice out there? Have your own channels; 
you are the content creator. Tell your story in new dynamic forms. Use the social 
media – Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, YouTube – in their own characteristic way. 
Instagram is for instance all about the pretty and use YouTube as your personal tv 
channel. 

Museum as heart of the city
Your museum is not only the heart of a city, but the city needs the heart to be beat-
ing. So you have to make your content always come alive. Find out ways to tell your 
story in new dynamic forms. That’s what makes people talk, that’s what gets the jour-
nalists excited and come to tell your story.  
Think broadly. Think about the community as a whole. It is not just the visitors, but 
the people that are going to be influenced by your mission. 
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Reach out to journalists: curiosity as key concept

Eunice Baez, head of communication of MCAD, Museum of Contemporary Art and 
Design in San José, Costa Rica tells us how her museum reaches out to journalists. 
Modern art isn’t an easy subject to communicate to the audience or to journalists. 
Most journalists are not experts in the field of modern art. How to get them interested 
in your museum without teaching them about contemporary art? Eunice’s museum 
organizes different workshops for journalists, which aim to generate curiosity. The 
workshops let the journalists, mostly women between the ages of 20 and 30, think as 
an artist and work like an artist. Or they become a curator and get the opportunity to 
create their own mini exhibition, while using artwork from the collection of the muse-
um. The journalists go through the whole process: from idea to realization. Instead of 
organizing a press conference about a skate ramp as a piece of art the museum or-
ganized a skate class. Rather than explaining art, the experimental activities for jour-
nalists shape new interests and tell new stories. Results of this ‘Curiosear’ Project: 
more coverage and better stories related to the activities and exhibits of the museum 
in the media.

Museums in a Digital Age 

Content, collaboration, communication In a world where content is critical, how are 
museums evolving in the digital space? Case studies in this subtheme will explore 
how digital transformation can contribute to the success of a museum’s marketing 
and PR efforts2.  

Keynote Speaker Jasper Visser
The Museum of the Future and 

Senior Partner at VISSCH+STAM 

The central theme of Jasper Visser: in the 21st century more people are better con-
nected in creative communities. Most of us carry a smartphone, which makes us 
always connected to and deeply involved in our communities. We all are members of 
at last six to eight creative communities. Jasper introduces the museum community: 
the Museomix: people make museums. Museomix is a gathering of mediators, tinker-

2 See footnote 1
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ers, designers, developers, graphic designers, communicators, artists, writers, scien-
tists … at the heart of a museum to experiment and connect together. Museomix is a 
3-day creative sprint to invent, design, prototype and test innovative museum instal-
lations with new technologies3. 

Jasper Visser is a community builder. Based on his experiences, working with cre-
ative communities means a lot of buzz, but also shared ideas, unexpected results 
and immediate impact. It is always a surprise what kind of ideas people develop, 
while working together. Museums can use the opportunities of the digital age in order 
to matter for people. Involve the audience and ask them how the museums can be 
attractive for the visitors and the public. 21st century museums should use technolo-
gy to create meaningful engagement with creative communities in a dynamic and ac-
cessible way. Jasper Visser’s message: look for the unpredictable and unexpectable!
 

Let go: radical approach to the collection in this digital age: 
Rijksstudio Award and SnapGuide (Rijksmuseum Amsterdam)

Rijksstudio Award
The Rijksstudio Award, the Rijksmuseum’s international design award, was launched 
in 2014. With the Rijksstudio Award, the Rijksmuseum invites the public to be in-
spired by the Rijksmuseum collection, downloading images of the objects and using 
it for their own artwork. Participants can use the more than 310,000 digital images 
that the Rijksmuseum offers free and duty free on its website at Rijksstudio. Every-
body can compete with the competition and any interpretation is allowed - design, 
arts, applied arts, fashion, photography and video. Thanks to Rijksstudio, the Rijks-
museum has a prominent position in the field of digital image culture and open de-
sign worldwide4. 

SnapGuide
The Rijksmuseum launched SnapGuide in April 2017, a new educational product for 
high school students. SnapGuide is a free web application that can be opened in the 
browser. In the museum students can use SnapGuide on their own smartphone.

The Department of Education of the Rijksmuseum wanted to make something rele-
vant to both the teachers and the students, as well as for the museum. Starting point 
for the development of the program: “we step into the world of the students instead 
of asking the students to join our world”. The current generation of students actively 
consumes new media. Mobile phones are part of their life and their learning process. 

www.rijksmuseum.nl/nl/rijksstudio

3 http://www.museomix.org/en/
4 https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/nl/pers/persberichten/winnaar-rijksstudio-award-2017-masterpieces-never-sleep

www.rijksmuseum.nl/nl/rijksstudio
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YouTubers created SnapGuide
The Rijksmuseum educated several YouTubers, so called influencers, about the mu-
seum and invited them to choose their own topic. The YouTuber guides the students 
along various highlights of the Golden Age, explaining each work from a personal 
point of view:

• Ronnie Flex is looking for his Surinamese and Moluccan family history
• Teske de Schepper finds inspiration in 17th-century works of art
• Defano Holwijn tests the general knowledge of the student
• Jiami Jongejan looks at fashion and lifestyle in the Golden Age
• Mertabi tells with his popular “Mo” type about power and wealth in the Golden Age
• Valentijn Rambonnet gives a speed course Rembrandt

When the students are in the museum, they choose their favorite guide on their mo-
bile phone.
During the tour students get different ‘challenges’. The last challenge encourages 
them to make vlogs of their own (photo or movie). At the end of the tour, the students 
send the vlogs to their teacher who can discuss them at school in the final lesson.

Because YouTubers provide guided tours through the popular Snapchat app, this 
learning method is more suited to the image culture of the youngsters. SnapGuide is 
in line with the core goals of the Arts, History and Social Sciences 5. 

We let go
Key learning points for the museum: “We let go. We are not the ones who do the cre-
ating. We take a step back and let others do the creating”. SnapGuide seems to be 
successful. The program started in April 2017. Last summer students came back to 
the museum with their families to show them the program and to make another vlog. 

 

 

5 https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/nl/nu-in-het-museum/nieuws/rijksmuseum-lanceert-snapguide
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Museums and their Cause(s) 

Activism, social good, legitimacy, sustainability, fundraising
What is a museum’s role in social good? We addressed how museum marketers are 
boosting their museum’s relevance by leveraging their cause to promote action and 
advocacy6. 

Keynote Speakers: Ricardo Piquet
 President of the Museum of Tomorrow 

and Alexandre Fernandes, 
Audience Development 

Director at the Museum of Tomorrow, 
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

The Museum of Tomorrow
The Museum of Tomorrow (Museu do Amanhã in Portuguese7) is a science museum 
that explores the possibilities of the future. It is situated at Pier Mauá in the Port 
district of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. The museum was designed by Spanish neofuturis-
tic architect Santiago Calatrava. The building has large moving dynamic structures 
that, depending on the time of day, change the museum’s exterior appearance. 
Building the museum was part of the so called “Porto Maravilha Project” - Beautiful 
Harbor project - a large urban renewal project. Ten years ago this district was one 
of the city’s poorest areas. The museum opened in December 2015 and received 
2,200,000 million visitors since. 

Connecting with neighborhood
The museum aims to connect with the communities, living around the museum. The 
museum invited its neighbors to the opening of the museum. The museum asks itself 
how to integrate the community in the museum, it has a special neighbors program. 
The approximately 30,000 residents of the Port Region - distributed through the 
neighborhoods of Saúde, Gamboa and Santo Cristo and the favelas of Conceição, 
Pinto, Providência and Livramento - have free entry to the Museum’s Neighbours of 
Tomorrow Program 8. 

Main exhibition: Cosmos, Earth, Anthropocene, Tomorrows and Us 
Central themes in the Museum of Tomorrow are: where do we come from, where are 
we now and where are we heading, which actions can or should we take? 

6 See footnote 1
7 https://museudoamanha.org
8 https://museudoamanha.org.br/en/neighbours
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The Museum of Tomorrow examines the past, considers current trends, and explores 
future scenarios, approached from a perspective of sustainability and conviviality. 
The main exhibition takes visitors through five areas: Cosmos, Earth, Anthropocene, 
Tomorrows and Us. 

The first part ‘Cosmos’ explains: where do we come from? The second part is ‘Earth’: 
who are we? It explains how we fit into the environment of the Earth. Part three, 
‘Anthropocene’, shows the impact of mankind’s activities on the planet. In the fourth 
area, ‘Tomorrows’, the visitors are invited to explore the future. Tomorrows looks at 
trends over the next 50 years and the possible resulting scenarios, based on proba-
bility and statistics. It focuses on the following six trends: growing population and in-
creased life span, greater cultural and regional integration and differentiation, climate 
change, changes in bioversity, expansion of knowledge and the bionic other. Tomor-
row is near and it depends on our actions today. In an interactive game, the Civiliza-
tions game, people can discover the different possible scenarios for the future. 
Central in the last part of the exhibition, ‘Us’, is the tjurunga9, that connects past and 
future. The tjurunga is an object used by Australian aborigines to symbolize the pass-
ing on of knowledge. It is a symbol of learning, fertility, ritual power and the ability to 
cope with change. The key message of the museum: tomorrow is now, based on the 
choices we make today. Today is the time for action. What are the values with which 
we build the future? 

Museum of questions and debate
The Museum of Tomorrow is a museum of questions. The museum does not avoid 
the difficult subjects. On the contrary, the museum puts important issues on the 
agenda. The museum is not afraid to take (political) views and to put action to words. 
For example by hiring transgender people who are discriminated against, as front of-
fice employees.

The Museum of Tomorrow in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. Photography: Byron Prujansky

9 https://museudoamanha.org.br/en/search/node/tjurunga
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In 2018 there are elections in Brazil. The Museum of Tomorrow will host a public de-
bate in order to promote discussions about topics like public security, science an in-
novation, biodiversity preservation, Brazilian forests, agriculture and livestock, circu-
lar economy, gender diversity, social equality, education in exponential and disruptive 
times. The museum want politicians to understand the issues peoples care about. 
Hopefully they will include these issues in their political programs. 

Message to the world
The Museum of Tomorrow has a message for the world: “The Museum of Tomor-
row may soon also become known for one of the planet’s most powerful arguments 
for sustainability”. The museum wants to scale up in different ways: for example, by 
making exhibitions in partner museums, by making productions for television, by cre-
ating an online platform. The presentation “Global Climate Room” will be exhibited 
simultaneously in different cities worldwide. 

The Museum of Tomorrow takes an active role in fulfilling its vision: “Knowledge, with 
its diverse sources, expressions and languages, is a fundamental asset in 21st Cen-
tury’s society. We believe the Arts and Culture are knowledge pillars that contribute 
to individual autonomy, communities’ plurality and cooperation between nations”10.

Prachtnacht/ a beautiful night

Fyona Das, one of the seven event managers of the Rijksmuseum (Amsterdam), tells 
us about Prachtnacht, which means: beautiful night. Every year, the Rijksmuseum 
invites 150 children who, due to their illness or handicap, cannot visit the museum at 
regular times, for a special evening in the museum. Every year, the museum is col-
laborating with other hospitals and institutions in Netherlands to organize this event. 
Every child with family gets his own host, a museum employee who works voluntarily 
that night. The evening is filled with various activities like dressing in a 17th-century 
costume or workshops where the children make art. It is an unforgettable evening for 
both the children with their families and the museum staff.

10 https://museudoamanha.org.br/en/about-us
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Day 3 - Evening at the Van Gogh Museum
Private guided tour and dinner at the Rietveld wing of the Van Gogh Museum.
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Day 4 - Museums and the City

Collaborating with your community 
Examples of successful collaborations between museums and their community, 
which include audience development, government affairs/politics and more, were 
demonstrated11.

Keynote Speaker: Frans van der Avert
CEO, Amsterdam Marketing 

Frans van der Avert worked for 12 years in the marketing department of the Rijks-
museum and six years as marketing manager in the Hermitage Amsterdam/ de Nieu-
we Kerk. In 2011 he was asked to become the director of Amsterdam Marketing. 

Main goals of Amsterdam Marketing
Amsterdam Marketing is the city marketing organization of the Amsterdam Metro-
politan Area, presenting the region as a dynamic place to live and work, an attractive 
travel destination and an innovative business location. Amsterdam Marketing is a 
public-private partnership, a politically independent organization. 
The target groups of Amsterdam Marketing are the residents, visitors and business 
companies. Due to the number of visitors coming to Amsterdam, Amsterdam Market-
ing has stopped promoting the city. Amsterdam Marketing concentrates on guiding 
the visitor during his stay in Amsterdam and it tries to spread the visitors around the 
city. Ever fewer people are planning their trip in advance. 35 percent of the visitors 
come to Amsterdam and then only start thinking about what they want to do.

Mains goals of Amsterdam Marketing are: improve Amsterdam as a product, 
strengthen the image of the Amsterdam area, branding the city with ‘I amsterdam’ 
and charge the brand with the three core values of Amsterdam: creativity, innovation 
and entrepreneurship.

Culture as USP
Marketing is storytelling with icons. Van der Avert compares marketing to a depart-
ment store and to a train. Bijenkorf, the department store at the Dam(square) in 
Amsterdam, sells 40.000 items and has only nine windows. The shop cannot put all 

13 See footnote 1
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items in the windows. So the store has to pick the items that give inspiration and that 
seduce people to come in. Marketing is like a train. Only the most interesting and 
unique product can be the locomotive. Culture is the USP of the Amsterdam area 
and contributes to the image of Amsterdam. 

Importance of culture in city marketing and economy
Amsterdam has a huge cultural offer and a gigantic culture climate. 85 percent of 
the leisure visitors visits a museum. 40 percent of the business visitors uses the cul-
tural offering. Van der Avert emphasizes the importance of culture in city marketing. 
Amsterdam has top brands as Rembrandt, Vincent van Gogh, the Concertgebouw 
Orchestra. In each campaign, the cultural offer of Amsterdam is emphasized. Culture 
is one of the most important factors to attract new companies to the city. Culture is 
not a luxury, but an essential factor for the city’s economy. Culture also plays an im-
portant role in trade missions. On the other hand, when the Concertgebouw Orches-
tra has a concert in Tokyo, Amsterdam Marketing will use his opportunity to create 
a special program that mixes ‘culture and business’. When a conference for 40,000 
cardiologists is organized in Amsterdam, Amsterdam Marketing ensures that the mu-
seums have an evening opening for the cardiologists. 

Culture: oxygen for the city!
Culture and the city are closely connected. Amsterdam Marketing works closely with 
the cultural institutions and museums. There is regular consultation with the Amster-
dam Cultural Institutions, united in ACI and the 44 Amsterdam Museums, united in 
SAM12. (Björn Stenvers was the director of SAM until 1 September 2017.) Amsterdam 
Marketing works with these cultural partners to develop new platforms and new cam-
paigns. Briefly summarized, “culture is oxygen for the city!”

Museum in the living(room)

Roeselare in Belgium is the hometown of a lot of cycling champions. So what is the 
best place for a Museum of Bicycle Racing? Roeselare of course. “Roeselare is the 
capital of world champions”, says Thomas Ameye, head/curator of the Museum of 
Bicycle Racing (Wielermuseum). What to do when you have to close down your mu-
seum building for renovation for a while (reopening in 2018)?13 Involve your commu-
nity in a different way. Invite people to exhibit items of your collection, such as shirts 
and bicycles, in their living room. 268 participants joined this project and 77 museum 
objects were ‘living in a private home’ for a two months period. For more information 
about the of the Wielermuseum Roeselare:
 

www.wielermuseum.be/en/home
12 www.amsterdammusea.org 
13 http://www.wielermuseum.be/en/practical-info/: The Roeselare Cycling Museum (Polenplein) is now being 
completely refurbished. While the work is in progress, the Fathers’ Church will be used as the new temporary 
setting for the exhibition “Cycling is a Religion”.

 http://www.wielermuseum.be/en/home/
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SOLILOQUISING ABOUT TRUSTWORTHINESS

This soliloquy is based on the speech of Matthias Henkel “Museums as Places of 
Truthfulness” at the ICOM-MPR Conference 2017, Amsterdam

me:   We are living in an era of complexity and informational overload. Can muse-
ums benefit from this circumstance for their own work? How should museums face 
these challenges?

I:    In former times we had to deal only with facts and falsehood. Nowadays we 
should be aware that alternative facts are more and more coming up. That’s why 
there is a great need of institutions that we can rely on: We need keepers of the 
facts. In my opinion, museums are predestined to become keepers of the facts - 
based on a elaborated inventarisation.
 
me:    What consequences would result from this?
I:    This would lead to a high level of social responsibility of the whole curatorial 
work. Not only in relation to content of the past but also for questions about the pres-
ent and future.

me:    Which conceptual approach should have to be developed?
I:    In the past we often discussed about museums as factories of identity (Gottfried 
Korff). But our daily life has become more and more a playing field of diversity. The 
concept of identity may not be useful any longer. Therefore, we have to care about 
sensemaking and knowledge as one of the upcoming new skills of museums. Be-
cause we are living in an era of complete changes we may not seek only for identity 
but for overlapping areas in the cultural field 1.  

1 Franz Martin Wimmer: http://homepage.univie.ac.at/franz.martin.wimmer/2000-Zentrismen-Kulturalitaet-fmw.pdf 
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me:    Please give us details?
I:    Both aspects – the concept of sensemaking and knowledge - do have a complex 
structures. There are different levels we have to care about with regard to exhibi-
tionmaking. If we understand exhibitions as accessible argumentations we will reach 
a higher level of awareness. To give an example: Following Karl Edward Weick2 , 
sensemaking is retrospective, continuous, socially interactive, plausibility-oriented, 
focused and anchored. In short: It is not a result of public activities, it is an ongoing 
individual process.

me:    Do these two concepts will have influence an the relation between the curators 
and the audiences?
I:    Yes, of cause! Museums should become spaces with an atmosphere of radical 
transparency. We have to recognize that presentations are interpretations and last 
but not least representations at the same time. That means, they a focused argu-
mentations. The german artist Bazon Brock once developed an interesting concept 
of exhibition: not only to put the selected pieces on display but also the non-exhibited 
exhibits. Due to this, the concept of an exhibition would be clear to the audience. In 
my point of view we can benefit from such conceptual thoughts.

me:    What is the aim of that new approach?
I:    I can recognize three key aims: 

HOLISTIC QUALITY
That means doing everything (management, research, concept, szenographie, com-
munication etc.) with a great level of awareness. 

IN RESONANCE WITH THE SOCIETY
Walking on the whole timeline between past, present and future to fit the needs of 
the society.

BECOME A PLACE OF TRUTHWORTHINESS
Museums should be aware of their social responsibility – based on facts, with the 
means of transparency, with an emotional sensual approach, authentic offline and 
online.

Following this roadmap museums will become places of trustworthiness and sense-
making - with a great benefit for the diverse society.

2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karl_E._Weick http://cmapspublic.ihmc.us/rid=1208066723500_531873573_12697/
OrganizSensemaking.pdf  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vDNrtswTpiM 
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Farewell Party at the Reinwardt Academy
Impressions of the farewell party in the Reinwardt Academy14.

14 http://www.ahk.nl/en/reinwardt/the-academy/: The Reinwardt Academy, faculty of the Amsterdam University of 
the Arts, is the sole college offering a Bachelor and Master programmes in Cultural Heritage and Museology.
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Thank you for coming to Amsterdam!

Thank you for coming to Amsterdam and for contributing to this conference. We hope 
that you had an inspiring conference, that you had interesting talks with year col-
leagues worldwide, that you enjoyed visiting Amsterdam and last but not least that 
you loved to see our museums in Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Utrecht and The Hague. 
We also like to thank all those who helped us to make this conference into a suc-
cess. A big gratitude to our partners: Van Gogh Museum, Rijksmuseum, Reinwardt 
Academy, Jewish Cultural Quarter, Eye, Booqi, Artis, Amsterdam Museum, Amster-
dam Marketing, 51 visited museums, all speakers and colleagues who supported us. 

It was a pleasure to organize the 23rd ICOM MPR Conference for you! 
See you next year in Chicago!

Your Dutch organizing team ICOM MPR 2017 Lilia Iosilevich, Raluca Baicu, Jan Sas 
and Björn Stenvers

 On the photo: Björn Stenvers, Lilia Iosilevich, Raluca Baicu, Jan Sas
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Program
MONDAY, OCTOBER 2
Location: Rijksmuseum 

Welcome by Hendrikje Crebolder, Meghan Curran, 
Michiel Buchel, Siebe Weide, Luc Eekhout and 
Arjen Uijterlinde

Keynote Speech 1 by Sonya Gavankar - Museums 
and the Media (via video) followed by a discussion 
facilitated by Meghan Curran

Eunice Baez - Curiosity and contemporary art: a 
program for media outreach

Thomas Ameye - Living in a Museum

Keynote Speech 2 by Jasper Visser - Museums 
and Communities in a digital age
 
Linda Volkers and  Marieke Zekveld - Digital Media  
Case Study: Rijksmuseum 

Keynote Speech 3 by  Alexandre Fernandes and 
Ricardo Piquet - Museums and their Causes

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 3 - A
Location A: Jewish Historical Museum 

Welcome by Emile Schrijver

Pepijn Lemmens - Online dossiers, storytelling and 
content marketing artworks using augmented and 
virtual reality

Simona Juračková - We go social!

Patricia Martins and Ana Paula Pontes - Con-
necting Museums

Urša Vodopivec - Enriching Communications 
Forms by Computer Vision and Intelligent Robots

Peter Stohler - My Museum isn’t working

Deborah Ziska - How the National Gallery of Art 
inspired a citywide celebration of African American 
heritage and culture

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 3 - B
Location B: Artis Zoo

Welcome by Heleen Rouw

Joy Chih-Ning Hsin - Adventure of reality and 
imagination: The Mobile Museum of NMH

Patrizia Schettino - Now I want to buy a ticket 
to India – immersive media

Irena Ruzin - People Smart Sculpture – 4D 
virtual urban arts – artists, museum, community 
using digital

Marit Teerling - The Museum as an intersection: 
The city of Mannheim celebrates the birthday of 
the bicycle

Dr. Davit Poghosyan - Expanding Museum. 
Working at different public spaces and desig-
ning different public spaces as museums. Case 
studies from Armenian museums and cities

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 4
Location: EYE Film Museum

Welcome by Ido Abram and Peter Ernst Coolen

Dr. Carol Scott - The next challenge: Marketing 
the social agenda of museums

Fyona Das - ‘Prachtnacht’ event (‘Beautiful 
night’ event)

Dr. Matthias Henkel - Museums as places of 
truthfulness 

Keynote Speech 4 by Frans van der Avert - Mu-
seums and the City 

Allison Wycoff/Yasuhiro Sekiya - Transforming 
public space through Arts Participation

Yu-Chien Chang - Yilan as a Living Museum
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See you next year in Chicago!

Save the date for our next conference, scheduled for 8-11 October, 2018 in Chicago. 
We hope to see you all there!

Meghan Curran 
President of ICOM MPR
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